
I. (30)
a) If a lossless tl~ission line is terminated in the characteristic impedance there are no
standing waves.~or False.

b) The refle~ coefficient is generally a complex number with magnitude less than or
equal to 1. ~or False. ,

c) I saw a T shiI1 that said "186,000 miles per second. ..its not onl¥ a good idea, it'.s the
law!" How does this apply to transmission lines? 'Spe~ ~ l\tf'*" ),.0

~ M 0., ~ .Art.lo~ ~ po.ss , b Lq,

t) The characteristic impedance of the spool of coax cable that we use in the lab is

/ci"'!!'~)
\50 OhmSJ
75 Ohms
300 Ohms

~~

e) Give order of magnitude estimates of the wavelengths (in meters) of the following

signals:



400 Ohms

(g) We have 6 positive charges of magnitude Q equally spaced on a circle (60 degrees
apart). The charge in the center is -6Q. Sketch the electric field lines.
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2. (15) Two poinLs are located in a Cartesian Coordinate system. Point A is at (3.5,7.0,
-8.4) and point B is at (-1.2,3.7, 2.2). Find the vector going f1.om point A to Point B. If
we consider the vector OA ti"om the origin to point A and the vector OB from the origin
to point B then find the angle between the vectors.'
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b) Express i(.\",t) = 4e-3x sin({j)t-1l'/6)A as a phasor

= Lf e-!Kc()~~- CA.)t+m

= Cof e- '!)( e- .J 't1T"/j Pr

c) Given the phasor E = -j3ax + j15ay at 30 MHz write the expression in the time

domain. -r-~.?> ' L'\
E(t) :: 3 c()S (2J I' ~1tIO't -"{)Q~ ~

I~ Co.sL2'Tr ~ ~(J X '0 ~J::- ...~) ~

.
~nk

d) Given the phasor I = 3 + j4 A, w.rth the time domain expression. M Wo

,r\= ~ = .r J tCo¥\ 9=~ ~ e =..$"~.'3°

i(*")= .S-CO~ (~ .t- +5"~.'~) A-

e) For the following expressions determine if the wave is traveling or standing. If it is a
traveling indicate the dll.ection and velocity.

i) sin({J)t)cos(Pz)

ii) cos(3{J)t -5z)
3(J)-
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3. (25)
a) Express v(t) = 3cos({J)t-/l'/4)V as a phasor.



4) ( 15) The following diagram describes a notch filter to block a frequency fJ)o from the

load. The wave velocity is v p .A short transmission line is inserted close to the load.

What is the minimum length of the stub line if it is ShO11ed? If it is open circuited?
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5)(15) A transmission line with characteristic impedance of 75 Ohms and a 100 Ohm
termination (Load) resistance is connected to a 20 Volt dc source with 10 Ohms internal

(source) impedance.

Find the reflection coefficients at the load and the source end.

Find the steady state voltage at the load.
Plot the voltage at the load for 3 transit times. It would be helpful to include a bounce

diagram.
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